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ABSTRACT

Benchmarking has always been a crucial problem in content-based
images retrieval systems (CBIRSs). A key issue is the lack of a
common access method to retrieval systems, such as SQL for re-
lational databases. The Multimedia Retrieval Mark-up Language
(MRML), described in this article, solves this problem by stan-
dardizing access to CBIRSs. Other difficult problems are also
addressed, such as obtaining relevance judgments and choosing a
database for performance comparison. We present fully automated
benchmark for CBIRSs based on MRML, which can be adapted to
any image database and almost any kind of relevance judgment.
The test evaluates the performance of positive and negative rele-
vance feedback, which can be generated automatically from the
relevance judgments. To illustrate our purpose, a freely available,
non-copyright collection is used to evaluate our CBIRS, Viper. All
scripts described here are freely available for download.

1. INTRODUCTION

An increasing amount of research in the areas of computer vision
and pattern recognition deals with the field of content-based im-
age retrieval (CBIR). Many techniques have been developed for
specialized fields and new features are developed regularly. The
biggest problem with all this is that it remains basically impossi-
ble to compare the effectiveness and/or efficiency of the retrieval
techniques and image features. In making such a comparison, it
is essential to have a means of comparing several systems on the
same grounds. Only by using such a performance measuring tool
can systems be compared and the better techniques identified.

The basis for such a benchmark must be a set of common im-
age or multimedia databases. At present, the most commonly used
images come from the Corel Photo CDs, each of which contains
100 broadly similar images (e.g.[2, 4, 16]). Unfortunately these
images are copyrighted, and are not free of charge. Most research
groups use only a subset of the entire collection. This can result
in a collection containing several highly dissimilar image groups,
with relatively high within-group similarity, leading to great appar-
ent improvements in performance. A good candidate for a standard
collection could be the images and videos from MPEG-7 [7]. Un-
fortunately they may not be shown on the web, and the collection
is expensive. Alternatively, CBIR researchers could develop their
own collection. Such a project is underway at the University of
Washington in Seattle [1]. This collection is freely available and
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is not copyrighted. It offers annotated photographs of different re-
gions and topics. Currently it is small ( ������� images), but several
groups are contributing to enlarge the data set. This collection will
be used to demonstrate the benchmark with the Viper CBIRS.

Obtaining relevance judgments for the benchmark queries pre-
sents another problem. Ideally real users should be involved [9],
but initially pre-defined collection categories may be used.

Many CBIRS performance measures have been proposed. An
overview is given in [9], and a more formal way to develop mea-
sures is given in in [14]. In the automated performance benchmark
descried here, we use several measures inspired by those used at
the TREC conferences [17, 19] in text retrieval. It is possible that
TREC will integrate images into their evaluation procedure, as was
done earlier with other areas of information retrieval, such as in-
teractive systems [15]; the inclusion of videos is already planned.

The biggest problem in automatically benchmarking CBIRSs
is the lack of a common access method. The advent of the MRML
[11] has solved this problem. MRML standardizes CBIRS access.
It allows a client to log onto a database and ask for the available
image collections as well as to select a certain similarity measure,
and to perform queries using positive and negative examples. With
such a communication protocol the fully automated evaluation of
CBIRSs is finally possible.

2. BENCHMARKING IN IMAGE RETRIEVAL

There have been few publications about benchmarking in CBIR
to date. Subfields, such as the development of performance mea-
sures have been discussed [9, 14]. This was the goal of EU project
MIRA (Evaluation Frameworks for Interactive Multimedia Infor-
mation Retrieval) [6]. Several web pages give comparisons of sys-
tems based on a which of a number of key CBIRS features they
offer (e.g.[3], such as feedback methods or the number of images
displayed on screen. To our knowledge, no quantitative evaluation
of the performance of several systems has yet been made. In [20]
the performance of three systems is compared. This is at least a
beginning, since several groups agreed to participate. No quantita-
tive performance measures are given—a few example queries and
the system responses are shown—which is inadequate.

The most profound study so far has been started by the Manch-
ester Visualization Center (MVC), in a project sponsored by the
British Joint Information Systems Committee (JISC) [13]. They
have downloaded and compared many CBIRSs, but unfortunately
are behind schedule. A comparison of the functionalities and tech-
niques was expected in March 2000, but has not yet (Sept. 2000)
been published. The next step is a real performance comparison of



the participating systems, which is due in Sept. 2001. The means
of comparison have not yet been made clear.

For image browsing systems, such as PicHunter or Tracking-
Viper, a benchmark which attempts to simulate user behavior by
using an extensively annotated collection has been proposed [10].

3. MULTIMEDIA RETRIEVAL MARK-UP LANGUAGE

MRML [12] is an XML-based communication protocol for con-
tent-based query, which was developed to separate the query in-
terface from the actual query engine. It was specially developed
for CBIR and thus contains tags for query by positive and negative
examples. A detailed technical description can be found in [11].

An MRML server listens on a port for messages. When con-
necting, the MRML client requests the basic server properties. The
MRML message looks like this:

<mrml> <get-server-properties /> </mrml>

The server then informs the client of its capabilities:

<mrml> <server-properties>
<vi-collectionlist>

<vi-collection
name="WashingtonGroundtruth" />

</vi-collectionlist>
</server-properties></mrml>

Using similar simple messages, the client can request a list of
the collections available on the server, together with descriptions
of the ways in which they can be queried. The client can open a
session on the server, and configure it according to the needs of its
user (interactive client) or its own needs (e.g.benchmark test).

A basic query consists of a list of images and their correspond-
ing relevance levels, assigned by the user. In the following exam-
ple, the user has marked two images: 1.jpg positive and 2.jpg
negative. All images are referred to by their URLs.

<mrml session-id="1" transaction-id="44">
<query-step session-id="1"
resultsize="30"
<user-relevance-list>
<user-relevance-element
image-location="http://viper.unige.ch/1.jpg"
user-relevance="1"/>

<user-relevance-element
image-location="http://viper.unige.ch/2.jpg"
user-relevance="-1"/>

</user-relevance-list>
</query-step>
</mrml>

The server will return the retrieval result as a list of image
URLs, ordered by their relevance to the query.

The key to the successful extension of MRML is graceful de-
gradation. This means that servers and clients which do not rec-
ognize an XML element or attribute encountered in an MRML
text should ignore its contents completely. Extensions should thus
be designed so that all standard information remains available to
the generic MRML user. These principles provide guidelines for
independent extensions of MRML. To avoid conflicts between dif-
fering extensions of MRML, it is planned to maintain a central
database for the registration and documentation of MRML exten-
sions [12].

4. THE AUTOMATED BENCHMARK

This section describes in detail the techniques used in the auto-
mated benchmark, as well as it can be modified to adapt it to other
systems and databases, or to add extra performance measures.
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Figure 1: Structure of the automated benchmark.

Figure 1 shows the basic structure of the benchmark. MRML
serves as the communication layer between the evaluated systems
and the benchmark server. The image database and the perfor-
mance measures are known to all the systems. The relevance judg-
ments, however, should not be known since the responses can eas-
ily be optimized with this knowledge. Initially, the relevance judg-
ments will also be made available.

4.1. Performance measures

All the performance measures described in [9] are used, in order
to increase the expressive power of the benchmark. They are:���������
	 , �������� and

������� : rank at which first relevant im-
age is retrieved, averaged rank, normalized average rank of
relevant images (see below and Eq. 1).������� ��� , ����� ��� and ������� � : precision after 20, 50 and ���
images are retrieved. ��� is the number of relevant images.����� �"! � � and �#�"$ ���%� : recall at precision .5 and after 100
images are retrieved.� precision/recall graph.

A simple average rank is difficult to interpret since it depends
on both the collection size � and the number of relevant images��� for a given query. Consequently, we normalize by � and ���
and propose the normalized average rank,

������� :��������& $�'� � (�)+*, -/. 	 � -10 � � ��� � 0 $ �� 2 (1)

where � - is the rank at which the 3 th relevant image is retrieved.
This measure is � for perfect performance, and approaches $ as
performance worsens. For random retrieval the result is � ! � .

Additional measures can be added at any time. Our experience
so far shows that these measures, especially the precision/recall
graphs, give a good overview of the performance of a CBIRS.



4.2. Benchmarking Software

The benchmark is carried out by a Perl object. The only parameters
that need to be set to run the benchmark are the hostname and
port of the query engine to be evaluated. For a new database, the
location of the query relevance judgments, relevance groups and
relevant images must be set.

Figure 2 shows the basic communication when running the
benchmark. First, the server to be evaluated must be configured.
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Figure 2: Communication flow for the automated benchmark.

Then, a query is executed for each query image. The returned
results are evaluated on the basis of the relevance judgments. Pos-
itive and negative relevance feedback (RF) can also be simulated,
based on the relevance judgments. Using the simulated RF, an-
other series of queries is executed and the results are evaluated.
This feedback step can be repeated to refine the query, in order to
evaluate the effectiveness of RF for the evaluated system.

4.2.1. Reading the base data for the evaluation

Three inter-related data sets are required for system initialization:� the list of images for the first query step,� the list of relevance judges (one for each person who made
judgments, or one only if the database grouping is used),� a relevance judgment file for every image/relevance judge
combination containing a list of all images regarded as rel-
evant.

These files are currently in plain text, but it is planned to use XML.

4.2.2. Generation of relevance feedback

RF is generated from the relevance judgment files the system re-
sponse. We assume that the user would mark all relevant images
positively and all non-relevant images negatively. We also need
to assume the number of images the user would view. We choose
20 as a typical number of images displayed by a CBIRS. Thus, all
images from the first 20 images of the system response which are
in the relevant set for the query image are fed back positively and
all those not in the relevant set are fed back negatively. See [8] for
further details.

4.2.3. Evaluation

We perform an evaluation for each image/relevance judge combi-
nation. For the initial image and for each step of RF, the results are
averaged, with the aim of obtaining robust and meaningful results.

4.3. Configuring the benchmark for other databases

It is very easy to configure the benchmark for a new database. It is
only necessary to create the query image file, the relevance judges
file, and, for each query image/relevance judge combination, a rel-
evance judgment file. In the simplest case, when the database is or-
ganized into groups, one image from each group is used as a query,
the relevance judges file has only one entry, and the database orga-
nization is used to construct the relevance judgment file.

5. EXAMPLE EVALUATION

In this section the results of the automated benchmark will be given
based on the database of the University of Washington [1]. The
entire test can be downloaded at [18]. Figure 3 shows four of the
query images of the database.

Campus Geneva Flowers Mountains

Figure 3: Sample images from the Washington test database.

Table 1 shows the results for the initial query and four steps
of RF for the Viper system. The benchmark configuration was
constructed from the database organization (see

�
4.3). The results

shown are averaged over the 14 query images. There are 911 im-
ages in the database, and a different number in each group.

Measure no RF RF 1 RF 2 RF 3 RF 4���
65.14 65.14 65.14 65.14 65.14�

1.23 s. 2.18 s. 2.49 s. 2.62 s. 2.70 s.���	��
�
1.5 1 1 1 1��������� �����

.3798 .5520 .6718 .6594 .7049������ �
176.44 152.28 116.13 107.04 104.37!����� �

.1583 .1318 .0921 .0821 .0793���#"�$��

.5392 .7357 .8642 .8892 .9107���#��$��

.4057 .5271 .6085 .6328 .6257�������%�

.3883 .5256 .6138 .6640 .6553����&'$�$(�

.4839 .6070 .6924 .7279 .7208

Table 1: Overview of the results for Viper

Figure 4 shows the average precision/recall graphs for the
queries. This is the performance measure with the highest infor-
mation content. The behavior of the system without RF and the
strong improvements with RF can easily be seen. The fourth RF
step gives only a minor performance gain.

The performance measures in Table 1 are meant to comple-
ment the precision/recall graph. For a user, the precision of the
images shown on screen is most important. We assume that the
user looks at 20 to 50 images, so the precision at these points is
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Figure 4: Precision/recall graphs without and with RF.

very important. A significant improvement in each of the first three
RF steps can be seen.

6. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a fully automated benchmark for CBIR which
is completely based on freely available components. The goal is to
standardize the evaluation of CBIRSs, and thus to make the quality
of retrieval results comparable. The performance measures chosen
are similar to those used in TREC, since this is the pre-eminent
existing evaluation forum in information retrieval, and we wish to
contribute to the establishment of a similar platform for CBIR.

We hope that other groups will make their image collections
and relevance judgments available so it will really be possible to
compare system performances fairly and quantitatively.

We want to encourage other research groups to use MRML
as a communication protocol by making the benchmark available.
Our program Viper is now called GIFT (GNU Image Finding Tool)
and is available under a GNU license [5].

There are still many problems to solve before a TREC-like
benchmark can be performed in CBIR. For an objective bench-
mark the relevance judgments, as well as the image groups, should
not be known, as this leaves room for manipulation. Any sys-
tem can give a perfect response if the system knows which images
need to be transmitted to achieve a perfect score. It is also neces-
sary to have multiple real user judgments, since only with several
judgments per query image can we show the ability of a system to
adapt to the users’ needs.
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